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l ANSWERS

1 Plants

Check your understanding (page 2)

1 A = flower, B = leaf, C = stem, D = root.

2 Absorption of water takes place in the root hair region of the root.

3 Evaporation of water takes place inside the leaf.

4 The arrow should go up from the root tip to all four leaves.

5 A = potassium, B = nitrogen, D = phosphorus.

Spotlight on the test (page 2)

Absence/deficiency of the mineral phosphorous.  [1]

Check your understanding (pages 4–5)

6 B.

7 a) The leaf covered with aluminium foil doesn’t produce starch.

b) Aluminium is opaque. Light cannot reach the leaf to provide energy for photosynthesis.

8 Starch will be found in those parts that were green in the original leaf.

9 

How did it get to the leaf? How did it get in the leaf? What is the test to show 
that it is needed? 

What substance is stored? 
What substance is made? 

What is the test to show 
that it is needed? 

What is the test to show 
that it is needed? 

What is the test to show 
that it is produced?

From the air through holes 
called stomata. 

carbon dioxide carbohydrate oxygenwater + +
light

chlorophyll

Destarched variegated plant 
left in sunlight for a few hours 
then test leaves for starch.

Two destarched plants, one in bag with soda lime to remove 
carbon dioxide, one in bag with sodium hydrogencarbonate 
to add extra carbon dioxide to the air in the bag. Leave in 
sunlight for a few hours then test each one for starch.

Destarched plant with a leaf covered 
in aluminium foil and another with 
clear plastic. Left in sunlight for a few 
hours then test for starch.

Absorbed by root hairs, 
pass up root and stem in 
xylem vessels, drawn up in 
the transpiration stream.

What is the test to show 
that it is needed? 

Starch.
Sugar.

Set up two water plants under a test 
tube full of water and leave one in a 
sunny place for a few days and keep 
the other on the dark. Observe that 
gas is only produced in first test tube 
then test with a glowing splint which 
re-lights, showing oxygen is present.

Spotlight on the test (page 5)

carbon dioxide + water + light energy → glucose + oxygen  [1]
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Check your understanding (page 7)

10 

stigma – receives pollen grains

petal – large, colourful and 
scented to attract insects

anther – makes pollen

stamen
(male part)

�lament – holds up anther

sepal – protects �ower when in bud

style – conducts pollen tubes 
to ovary

carpel 
(female part)

ovary – contains ovules

11 B, E, G, D, I, A, H, C, F.

Spotlight on the test (page 7)

a) Wind.  [1]

b) They are light / have wings / structures to help them to be carried by wind (or any variations  
on these answers).  [1]

2 Humans as organisms

Check your understanding (page 9)

1 Brain and spinal cord = nervous system.

Lungs = respiratory system.
Heart = circulatory system.
Stomach and intestines = digestive system.
Kidney and bladder = excretory system.

2 a) i) Biceps, ii) triceps.

b) An arrow showing forearm moving down.

c) X = cartilage.

d) Y = ligament.

Spotlight on the test (page 9)

Biceps and triceps.  [1]
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Check your understanding (page 11)

3 Protein.

4 Fat.

5 a) Bread, pasta, potato, rice

b) cheese, nuts, chocolate, olive oil.

6 Microorganisms cause a range of diseases.

7 He observed that chickens fed on polished rice showed signs of beriberi.

8 Vitamin B in skin of rice is removed during polishing and a lack of the vitamin causes beriberi.

Spotlight on the test (page 11)

Protein.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 13)

 9 Incisor = biting.
Canine = tearing.
Molar = grinding.

10 A = mouth, B = oesophagus, C = stomach, D = liver, E = duodenum, F = small intestine, G = pancreas, 
H = large intestine, I = rectum, J = anus.

11 a) Large intestine (H) 

b) stomach (C) 

c) rectum (I) 

d) small intestine (F)

e) liver (D)

f) pancreas (G).

12 First-hand experience.

13 Cooking meat helps it to be digested.

Spotlight on the test (page 13)

1 Amino acids.  [1]

2 Fatty acids + glycerol.  [1]
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Check your understanding (page 15)

14 
lungs

heart

body

right atrium

right ventricle

left atrium

left ventricle

valve

V

A

A

C

C
V

15 Secondary sources.

16 Stayed in artery and caused it to swell.

Spotlight on the test (page 15)

a) Pulse rate will increase.  [1]

b) Blood needs to travel faster round the body to bring oxygen / nutrients to muscles  
(and carbon dioxide away from them).  [1]

Check your understanding (page 17)

17 A = windpipe; B = bronchus; C = bronchiole; D = chest wall; E = lung; F = diaphragm.

18 a) Ribs rise and diaphragm lowers

 b) ribs lower and diaphragm rises.

19 

How does it reach cell 
from food?

How does it reach cell 
from the air?

What is energy used for? How does it leave the 
body?

How is excess water
removed from the body?

Carbohydrate in food is 
digested to simple sugars. 
These are absorbed into 
the body in small intestine 
and transported to the cells 
in the blood.

Oxygen in inhaled air 
dissolves in lining of alveolus 
then diffuses into blood. 
It joins with haemoglobin in 
red blood cells to form 
oxyhaemoglobin and is 
carried in blood to the cells.

Energy is used for 
movement of muscles, 
making nerves work and 
growth, also to provide 
heat.

Carbon dioxide diffuses 
out of plasma through 
alveoli wall and escapes 
as gas in exhaled air.

Excess water is excreted 
in urine.

oxygen carbon dioxideenergy released waterglucose + + +

Spotlight on the test (page 17)

glucose + oxygen → carbon dioxide + water (+ energy)  [1]
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Check your understanding (page 19)

20 A = placenta; B = umbilical cord; C = amniotic fluid; D = uterus wall; E = vagina.

21 If more fertilised eggs arrived there would be more foetuses growing and competing for food and 
space. If the uterine wall broke down the placenta would become detached and the foetus’s food and 
oxygen supply would be cut off.

Spotlight on the test (page 19)

Placenta.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 21)

22 Alcohol causes nerve damage in the foetus. People who drink alcohol may become slower, 
uncoordinated and eventually unconscious, when there is a risk of suffocating on vomit. Over time 
hepatitis and cirrhosis of the liver may develop.

23 The foetus grows slowly resulting in a smaller baby than normal. The baby/child continues to grow 
slowly and is smaller than normal. Marasmus and kwashiorkor may develop. The person will be tired 
and deficiency diseases may develop.

Spotlight on the test (page 21)

Any two from: chronic bronchitis, lung cancer, emphysema.  [2]
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3 Cells and organisms

Check your understanding (pages 22–23)

1 Characteristic Life processes

nutrition taking in or making food

respiration releasing energy from food

movement changing position

growth increasing in size

excretion getting rid of wastes

reproduction having young

irritability sensing changes around them

2 Characteristic Life process in plant Life process in animals

nutrition photosynthesis feeding on plants or other animals

respiration respire all the time respire all the time

movement as they grow, leaves follow Sun during day can move freely

growth increase in size increase in size

excretion in leaves at certain times of year regularly during a day

reproduction may reproduce once or many times in lifetime may reproduce once or for most of adult life

irritability sensitive to changes and responds slowly sensitive to changes and responds quickly

3 In the neck.

4 Living things are destroyed by heat.

Spotlight on the test (page 23)

Malaria.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 25)

5 A = cell membrane; B = nucleus; C = cytoplasm.

6 A = cell wall; B = cell membrane; C = vacuole; D = chloroplast; E = cytoplasm; F = nucleus.

7 Figure 3.4 = root hair cell; Figure 3.5 = nerve cell; Figure 3.6 = ciliated epithelial cells.

Spotlight on the test (page 26)

a) Sperm cell.  [1]

b) Any one from: tail for swimming, specialised ‘head’ section for getting into egg cell.  [1]
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4 Living things in their environment

Check your understanding (page 28)

1 This will vary with the location. There may be four seasons (winter, spring, summer, autumn) or wet 
and dry season, monsoon season, and so on. There should be notes about when trees are in leaf or 
when leaves fall, local plants named when they flower, times when certain insects, birds, mammals are 
active. Migratory birds can be included as they follow their food supply.

2 Title = pooter.

at B person = sucks on tube
at A = insect is drawn into tube
in flask = insects stored here
cloth cover = prevents insects being swallowed.

Spotlight on the test (page 28)

Any one from: much less food is available; to avoid snow / cold conditions.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 30)

3 a) Plant → grasshopper → frog → snake
b) arrow from the frog to the snake; arrow represents the passage of energy and food
c) snake is a (tertiary) consumer, a carnivore and a predator
d) it is also now a prey animal
e) the population would decrease because there is less food and the death rate of frogs would go up 

due to starvation.

4 a) Populations of mice and rabbits would increase because there is more food, so the birth rate would 
increase.

b) Their populations would increase because there is more food, so the birth rate would increase.

Spotlight on the test (page 30)

a) Producer, b) herbivore, c) carnivore.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 32)

5 The balance should tip down on the negative side.

6 There is loss of habitat to make room for the city. There is increased area of land for farming to 
provide food for the citizens. There are power stations to be built to provide electricity for the city. 
Fossil fuel power stations can affect global warming, nuclear power stations can increase the risk of 
serious environmental damage if there is a leak. There will be areas needed for landfill for all the 
waste, although methane power stations could be built to reduce energy demand of other power 
stations. There may be smog due to vehicle exhausts. Habitats around the city may be destroyed to 
provide, roads, railways and an air port. If the city is on a river there may be a risk of water pollution 
from the factories or sewage works.

Spotlight on the test (page 32)

Reduce/limit water pollution.  [1]
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5 Variation and classification

Check your understanding (page 34)

1 No. It belongs to the arthropods which have a skeleton on the outside of their bodies. Vertebrates have 
an internal skeleton and back bone.

2 A species is in a kingdom.

3 Tree animal

wings

two wings four wings

Parrot Butterfly

no wings

legs no legs

Monkey Snake

Spotlight on the test (page 34)

Helps to identify plants and animals or allows classification of new plants and animals.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 36)

4 a) A = nucleus; B = chromosome; C = gene; D = DNA.

b) 

chromosome

gene

5 The plants would need long roots o find water and thick waxy coats to conserve water. They could 
have stems or roots which could swell up and store water.

6 Used creative thought; made careful observations; used first-hand experience.

Spotlight on the test (page 36)

Size is larger; hair in coat is longer; no horns (so less aggressive/energy not wasted in growing horns);  
legs shorter (energy not wasted in growing bone, no need to run).  [1]
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6 States of matter

Check your understanding (page 38)

1 A = solid; B = liquid; C = gas.

2 a) Freezing

b) condensing

c) melting

d) condensing.

3 The pressure would fall.

4 It speeds it up because heating supplies more energy to the particles so they can move faster around 
each other.

Spotlight on the test (page 38)

a) Liquid, b) gas, c) solid.  [1]

7 Material properties

Check your understanding (page 40)

1 Smooth, hard surface, which may be transparent or opaque; flexible; brittle; waterproof; a heat 
insulator (but would probably melt); electrical insulator.

2 Iron is a solid with hard shiny surface; it is opaque; can be rigid or flexible depending on its shape; 
can be malleable; is waterproof (although it rusts); is a heat and electrical conductor; it is solid; has a 
high density, has a high melting point; has a high boiling point; is magnetic.

 Oxygen is a gas; it is transparent; it is a poor conductor of electricity (air can act as an insulator in an 
electrical switch); it can conduct heat in air mixture (but with some materials will cause a fire); has a 
low density; has a low melting point; has a low boiling point; is not magnetic.

Spotlight on the test (page 40)

Metals: copper, iron, silver, sodium. Non-metals: chlorine, helium, oxygen, sulfur.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 42)

3 Atoms had negatively charged electrons.

4 Most of an atom was empty space but at the centre was a positively charged nucleus.

5 The nucleus also contains protons.

6 Hydrogen = H, helium = He, lithium = Li, beryllium = Be, boron = B, carbon = C, nitrogen = N, 
oxygen = O, fluorine = F, neon = Ne, sodium = Na , magnesium = Mg, aluminium = Al, silicon = Si, 
phosphorus = P, sulfur = S, chlorine = Cl, argon = Ar, potassium = K, calcium = Ca.
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Spotlight on the test (page 42)

One (only copper atoms).  [1]

Check your understanding (page 44)

7 Dalton’s work on listing elements according to their atomic weights.

8 The work of scientists who discovered that atoms of elements combine with two, three or more atoms 
of other elements and the work of Newlands in grouping.

9 Group 1 is coloured blue; group 2 is coloured green; group 7 is coloured red.

Spotlight on the test (page 44)

Alkali metals: potassium, sodium. Alkali earth metals: calcium, magnesium.  
Halogen: bromine, chlorine.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 46)

10 Compound Mixture

Elements are … E A

Properties of the elements … D C

Elements are separated by … F B

11 

X

heat

Y

Spotlight on the test (page 46)

Any two from: filtering, distillation, sieving, evaporation, chromatography.  [1]
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8 Material changes

Check your understanding (page 48)

1 Red.

2 Blue.

3 a) Strong acid

b) strong alkali

c) weak acid

d) neutral

e) weak alkali.

Spotlight on the test (page 48)

sulfuric acid + sodium hydroxide → sodium sulfate + water  [1]

Check your understanding (page 50)

4 The oil coats the surface and water and oxygen cannot pass through it, so preventing rusting taking place.

5 Melting is a physical reaction.

6 Food and oxygen (spoiling food).
Dust and oxygen causing an explosion.
Iron and oxygen (rusting).
Fuel and oxygen (burning).
Food and oxygen (respiration).

Spotlight on the test (page 50)

iron + oxygen + water → iron oxide (rust)  [1]

Check your understanding (page 52)

7 They form oxides.

8 

Brubber
bung

C

A

water

D
heat 

9 Both copper and tin form oxides without burning and do not react with water or steam, but tin has a 
very slow reaction with acid while copper does not react at all.
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Spotlight on the test (page 52)

It will not react with acid or water, or even oxygen.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 54)

10 The metal dissolves in the acid.

11 Evaporation.

12 1 C add carbonate to the acid in a flask


2 B filter the carbonate from the mixture


3 E  pour the mixture into an evaporating dish 

and gently heat


4 A stop heating when the solid appears


5 D let the evaporating dish cool


6 F filter the mixture to collect the solid salt

Spotlight on the test (page 54)

calcium carbonate + hydrochloric acid → calcium chloride + carbon dioxide + water  [1]

Check your understanding (page 56)

13 Use a low concentration of acid; keep the reactants cool; use a large piece of solid.

14 Use a concentrated acid; make the reactants very warm; grind up the solid into small particles; use 
a catalyst.

Spotlight on the test (page 56)

Any one from: increase temperature of acid; increase concentration of acid; use the same mass of 
 magnesium but as a fine powder; use a catalyst.  [1]
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9 The Earth

Check your understanding (page 58)

1 crust

mantle

outer core

inner core

igneous, metamorphic 
and sedimentary rocks

rocky material containing 
silicon, oxygen, iron and 
magnesium

liquid iron and nickel

solid iron and nickel

2 The granite is weathered to particles of clay and mud, which form shale. The shale sinks into the crust 
where heat and pressure changes it into slate.

3 Mix sand with it.

Spotlight on the test (page 58)

a) Sedimentary.  [1]

b) Produced by weathering and deposition.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 60)

4 a) No. Trilobites died out before flowers evolved.

b) No. Insects were present before flowers evolved and must have fed on something else.

c) Yes. Reptiles and trilobites were alive at the same time so there could have been a chance.

5 The depositing of the rocks to form layers, the climate change shown by changes in fossil groups, 
changes in body form due to evolution.

6 It uses measurements which can be repeated and checked to show how slowly some radioactive 
materials decay.

Spotlight on the test (page 60)

Precipitation.  [1]
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10 Forces and motion

Check your understanding (pages 62–63)

1 The car pushes on the air and air resistance pushes back.

 There is an impact force when the car hits the box.

  Static friction is overcome and there is sliding friction between the box and the ground which eventually 
makes the box stop.

 The impact also dents the cardboard box, causing a change in shape.

2 a) 90 N

b) 15 N

c) 30 N.

Spotlight on the test (page 62)

Gravity is a non-contact force. It is exerted by one object on another without the two objects touching.  [1]

Spotlight on the test (page 63)

1 Scale / balance.  [1]

2 g or kg.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 65)

3 a) 50 cm in 10 s = 5 cm/s

b) 100 cm in 20 s = 5 cm/s

c) 120 cm in 15 s = 8 cm/s

d) 144 cm in 36 s = 4 cm/s.

4 1c.

5 1d.

Spotlight on the test (page 65)

10 m/s  [2]
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Check your understanding (page 67)

6 You exert more pressure on the ground when you sit on it as your weight acts through a smaller area 
of contact than when you lie on the ground.

7    The water at the base shoots out the furthest as it is under the greatest 
pressure. The water at the middle pipe is under less pressure and does not 
shoot out as far. The water at the top pipe is under the least pressure and 
shoots out the least. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spotlight on the test (page 67)

N/cm or N2/m2.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 69)

8 a) 5 g/cm3

b) 700 cm3

c) 25 cm3.

9 3 g/cm3.

Spotlight on the test (page 69)

g/cm2 or kg/m.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 71)

10 10 N × 1 m = 10 N m clockwise.

11 10 N × 1 m = 10 N m anticlockwise.

Spotlight on the test (page 71)

900 N cm.  [2]
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11 Energy
Check your understanding (page 74)

1 1 = B, 2 = E, 3 = G, 4 = H, 5 = D, 6 = A, 7 = C, 8 = F.

2 The moving air to blow up the balloon has kinetic energy and the stretched rubber walls of the 
balloon have the strain energy.

3 1 = C, 2 = E, 3 = G, 4 = F, 5 = D, 6 = A, 7 = H, 8 = B.

Spotlight on the test (page 74)

Any three from: wind power; hydro-power; solar energy; biomass; biofuel; geothermal.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 76)

4 Heat passes from the bottom of the pan by conduction to its sides.

Some heat passes from the sides of the pan by radiation.

If the pan is shiny it will release a small amount of radiation, but if it is black it will release a larger 
amount.

The heat will pass to the particles in the soup touching the pan bottom by conduction.

The hot soup particles will then move the heat through the soup by convection.

At the surface of the soup the particles with the highest energy will pass through the surface in the 
process of evaporation.

As the pan gets hotter the rate of evaporation will increase until boiling occurs.

Spotlight on the test (page 76)

The particles in the warm water with the most kinetic energy escape.  [1]

The particles in the warm water with less kinetic energy are left behind.  [1]

The less kinetic energy the particles have, the cooler the water.  [1]

12 The Earth and beyond

Check your understanding (page 78)

1 An asteroid will be a reflector of light.

2 Summers would be hotter as the Sun would spend longer in the sky during a summer day and winters 
would be colder as the Sun would spend less time in the sky.

3 The positions would move further south.
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Spotlight on the test (page 78)

They reflect light from the Sun towards the Earth.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 80)

4 Venus. It is 150 – 108 = 42 million km away; Mars is 228 – 150 = 78 million km away.

5 Jupiter is the fastest spinning and Venus is the slowest spinning.

6 Crystal spheres did not exist. Data about planetary movements showed they moved in ellipses around 
the Sun.

7 a) Galileo

b) telescope

c) Herschel discovered Uranus and Galle discovered Neptune. 

Spotlight on the test (page 80)

1 Mercury.  [1]

2 Mercury.  [1]

13 Sound

Check your understanding (page 82)

1 No. A vacuum does not have any particles in it; as particles are needed to transmit sound waves sound 
does not travel through space.

2 a) The distance moved by the vibrating object has increased, the loudness has increased but the pitch 
has remained the same.

b) The distance moved by the vibrating object has returned to that in 1. The loudness has returned to 
that in 1 but the frequency has increased so the pitch is higher.

c) The distance moved by the object has increased even more than in 2 so this is the loudest sound 
produced but the frequency of the vibrating object has remained the same as in 3 so its pitch has 
not changed.

Spotlight on the test (page 82)

Loud sound with low pitch.  [1]
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14 Light

Check your understanding (page 84)

1 a) The length of the shadow decreases and then increases again.

b) The size of the shadow decreases and then increases again.

2 48°.

3 Less.

Spotlight on the test (page 84)

They reflect light from a light source into the eyes.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 86)

4 

reflection

refraction

rainbow seen
in this direction

raindrop

refraction and
dispersion light from

the Sun

5 a) Cyan

b) magenta

c) yellow.

6 a) Red

b) blue

c) green.

7 a) Black.

b) When all three colours are added white is produced. When all three colours are subtracted no light 
is reflected and the surface appears black.

Spotlight on the test (page 86)

1 Magenta.  [1]

2 Green light.  [1]
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15 Magnetism

Check your understanding (page 88)

1 It is made from a magnetic material.

2 It has become a magnet.

3 The first magnet has lost its magnetic power.

4 a) They come together because the poles attract each other.

b) They move apart because similar poles repel each other.

Spotlight on the test (page 88)

1 Steel is a magnetic material so will stick to the magnet. Aluminium is a non-magnetic material and so 
will not stick to the magnet.  [1]

2 Electromagnets can be switched on and off.  [1]

16 Electricity

Check your understanding (page 90)

1 a) positively charged

b) add two electrons.

2 Electrostatic force and gravity.

Spotlight on the test (page 90)

The balloons have the same charge so repel each other.  [1]

Check your understanding (page 92)

3 

A

4 B = 3 A.

5 B = 1.5 A, C = 1.5 A.
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6 

7 A volt measures potential difference, an amp measures the current flow.

Spotlight on the test (page 92)

[2]


